My name is Jack Kavanagh. I'm a 21 year old
pharmacy student, a windsurfing fanatic, a fluent Irish
speaker, and a bit of a talker. On the 31 August 2012,
while on holiday with a few friends, I dived into an
oncoming wave and in that moment my life changed I broke my neck.
I remember feeling my arms being ripped back and
my head hitting the sand sharply. My body went limp
and I was face down in the water. I knew I was in
trouble but my water sports training told me to stay
calm. One of my friends spotted the emergency
message in my eyes and carried me out of the water
to safety.
I was airlifted to Lisbon that night and spent two
weeks there in intensive care. Still needing a
respirator, I was then flown home by air-ambulance
and spent 4 weeks in the Mater Hospital Spinal Unit,
where I managed relearn to breath unaided. From
there I was transferred to the National Rehabilitation
Hospital (NRH) where I spent the next six months.
I've not lost my talking skills, but I won't be
windsurfing again. Completing my degree and building
a life is going to take enormous work and a lot of
support. I have a C5 injury, which means that I have
no feeling below my upper chest, have limited use of
my arms, but no use of my hands or fingers.
Jack has consistently achieved beyond the
expectations of his medical team, and his diagnosis
has actually been amended due to the progress he
has made. Jack is determined to live a full and
active life but will need help & significant funds for:
* Full time care assistance * Physiotherapy and
Occupational therapy support * Specialist
equipment and technology *Specialised transport
* Assistant support to enable Jack to complete
college * Some access to innovative treatments
and procedures eg. www.projectwalk.org
Help Jack achieve his goals – donate now.

I've been told it will "be difficult" to go back to
college; I'm going to do it, even if it takes years.
They tell me I'm "not likely" to be able to transfer
myself from my bed to my wheelchair, or from my
wheelchair to a car, without assistance; I think I will and intend to do everything I possibly can to engineer
that freedom for myself.
I've been told I'll never walk again; I'm going to try to
confound that prognosis.
I want to create a normal life for myself, but that's
going to take enormous effort, a long time, and a lot
of physical, moral and financial support. My medical
team tells me I am defying the norms for the severity
of injury I have suffered - I intend to continue to defy
those norms but I’ll need your help.
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